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Annex Backs Petrified Pete For President

The Maine Annex
Published by the students of the University of Maine at the Brunswick Campus

Annex backs Petrified Pete for President

Pleasant Street Methodist Church
Brunswick, Maine
Rev. Ralph J. Barron, Pastor

Sunday 9:45 A.M. Divine Worship
10:00 Church School
5:00 Services for all age groups
6:00 Evensong

IF IM ELECTED! Petrified Pete sets forth his weighty political platform.

The pencil sharpeners which are in the center, Wednesday, February efforts of our campus Chaggers for a final print. Pete, whom on June 20, the scorecard earth policy will be applied to the Brunswick Campus. All veterans of the Brunswick will receive their captured coodraw and prepare for the invasion of the gronx Annex.

These and many other worthy improvements will be synony-

ous with Pete's election. We feel that with his wealth of experi-

ence, he is the man for the job. Pete served as Yarnidh First Class in the Underground Balloon Corp, where he became proficient in the use of sky-hoobs and jet-handed monkey wrenches. For one of you who have shown prejudice towards skeletons, Pete wants to state definitely that he has never been on a tin-roof in his life. As a parting word, Pete wants you to think this: "Put PLEASE IT should be of special assistance to the student body, and rides with the elite....All rest!"

H. L. JACKSON SPEAKS

Mr. H. Laton Jackson, District Superintendent of the Maine Center for Power and Light Corporation, in Brunswick, addressed the students of the College of Technology on Monday morning in the Student Union. In his lecture, Mr. Jackson gave numerous examples of problems which face the engineer who is engaged in work with a power company.

Though he supports a general engineering course, he feels that the unaided, who is undecided as to his choice of work in the engineering world. Mr. Jackson suggests an electrician's training for the man who intends to go into public utilities work.

Samuel Goldberg, Regional INsurance Director at Togus, will speak at the Brunswick Community College tonight, at 8:30. At this time he will speak on "The National Service Life Insurance."

The members of the club are Albert Laws, radio technician; Navy; Robert Frentz, York Valley radio techni-

Annex Whips M.C.I. of Pittsfield

Paced by Feeney, Osgood, and Pennino, the Annex whipped M.C.I.'s forwards, Leet and Clark, M.C.I.'s forwards, by 34-23 lead at half time. A close, hard-fought first period gave them an idea of what their opponent license examination in Portland, and has been aided materially by, the Office of Strategic Service, who is undecided as to his choice of job.
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Our Boy Kilroy

By Dick Dillon

Do you remember the enormous hullabaloo that frequented the pages of the newspaper? Kilroy loved the limelight. The two were inseparable. Kilroy loved him because he was the only one who was interested in the school's sports. When I interviewed him, he finally gave me the reason why he hasn't indulged in the school's sports. When I asked him, he replied, "I don't have time to play." He enjoys watching them. Kilroy loved him because he is the only one who is interested in public speaking. When I interviewed him, he told me, "I love public speaking. I have practiced it for many years." When I asked him, he replied, "I have practiced it for many years." He enjoys watching them.

TIDBITS

We are sorry to announce that forty girls who were invited to Westbrook Junior College were not accepted. The Valentine Dance will not be held this year due to the weather. We hope that the invitation will be extended to them in the future.

We understand that some of the faculty did not receive their checks. Those who wish to receive them may contact the principal. They will be in the office on Friday afternoon.

Members of the Masque have chosen a new production of The Boy Friend. They will be performing at the library for those who wish to see them. The film will be shown on a large screen.

Sixteen copies of the Masque's new production A Bell For Adana have been accepted by the faculty advisor. They will be shown at the library for those who wish to see them.

Eighty students have chosen to study Zoology because this is a new field. They are interested in learning more about the animal kingdom.

If Kilroy's academic endeavors do not satisfy your criteria, don't be unduly harsh in your final address. Kilroy has been placed before the board of education. He has been in the service for ten years. He has been a dilly. He spoke on 'The Human Body' and 'The Nervous System.' He was a dilly. He spoke on 'The Human Body' and 'The Nervous System.'
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SPORTS

ALEX (Slim) SOMERVILLE

new star looms across the
waving horizon of the Maine
men’s basketball team.
Let me introduce the
Annex’s addition to the
lineage of basketball stars.
I introduce Alex (Call me
1) Slim) Somerville. This same
smile, am
trouser "Whiz Kid" is a prod-
portrait of the old
postoffice and to Mr. McGraws
for the use of his equipment.
Lowell Osgood’s wish could be
heard shrieking with delight last
Monday night as Ozzie was
dumping in those long ones.
The Peasley family was well
represented there also with Mom,
Pat, and Sia cheering Hank and
Roy along.

Track men Roy Hughes, Fred
Martin, Dave Cova and Cole
are already working out their legs
while weightmen, Louis Gold and
Jerry Aiden, are limbering up
their throwing arms. Any others
wishing to work out may do so by
seeing Coach Zabinski at the
Athletics Office.

Incidentally, Coach Joe Zabinski
was mentioned for an All-
America Annex’s addition to the
lineup of the Maine basketball
team.

and Coach Bob Raymond set
up a great theme playing days at Boston College.

The Annex basketball team is
the only undefeated team in the
League of its class which includes
prep schools, college freshmen,
and major high school teams.
The freshmen are currently
scoring, moved out to a 11-7 lead
in the first period. In the second
period the accurate, shooting
Jones and Davis loading the
Mules, his total reading 14. Colby
J.V. 69 and Colby J.V.’s 47.

Yes sir, number II was won for
the use of his equipment.

The third period saw the Annex
grapples for the ball in the 69-47 win over the Colby J.V.

In the final game last Wednesday
night, Team 6 from Building 20
found the range in the last five
minutes to win from Team 4 of
Building 29. Team 6 led 17-16 at
the half. In the third period with
Frankie Pleasen, ex-Portland
High star, dropping them in from
way out and laying them up
beautifully, Team 4 pulled out
front with a single point lead.
At this point when Ozzie went out
in on four, it looked like the
end for Team 6, but suddenly
they came to life when Jones
scored, moved out to a 11-7 lead
in the first period. In the second
period the accurate, shooting
Jones and Davis loading the
Mules, his total reading 14. Colby
J.V. 69 and Colby J.V.’s 47.
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WALT (WAR) ARSENEAU

Then with the golden goose planted firmly on his new feet, he applied and was admitted to our own Brunswick Campus.

Although Walt's first concern is his academic life—he's majoring in Business Administration—he is an avid fan of harness racing, and really is a fisherman at heart. Each summer, armed with home-made lobster traps, he fishes forth daily in his little dinghy in quest of tasty Maine lobsters. Even though he derives great pleasure from writing the English and music in the years to come.

In the future, if a band is basically composed of woodwinds and the boys who are really musicians can play the music as it should be played and as they want to, it's all right, regardless of audience. This volume is far from being perfect, but it does show an all around improvement. As he did on the first three volumes, Illinois Jacquet continues to stop the show whenever he builds up his roles and then makes his tender screech and scream. Volume #4 is a bit better, but Volume #5 is the best side of the volume. Jacquet keeps the audience in a constant state of excitement in this one. Particularly outstanding are the heats, back and forth, of the guitar and Nat Cole on the piano.

WILLARD NISBET
Real Estate Broker
Associated with

CLIFFORD L. SWAN CO., E.
Portland, Maine

Comings of the Moon

You'll find a
Friendly Helpfulness
here when you come in
to talk over

PRINTING

ASK THE EDITORS
OF THE ANNEX

We're interested in helping you with any piece of printing which you are planning:

Cards
Programs
Tickets
Invitations
Posters
Stationary

The Record Press
15-77 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine

We have 3 Registered Designers ready to take care of your prescriptions and drug needs

Try Us!

MESERVE'S PHARMACY
119 Maine Street
Brunswick, Maine

Dr. Tinwhistle has suggested a new schedule and budgets his time. If the student follows, he is sure that he will emerge perfect, but it does show an all around improvement. As he did on the first three volumes. Illinois Jacquet continues to stop the show whenever he builds up his roles and then makes his tender screech and scream. Volume #4 is a bit better, but Volume #5 is the best side of the volume. Jacquet keeps the audience in a constant state of excitement in this one. Particularly outstanding are the heats, back and forth, of the guitar and Nat Cole on the piano.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW, BYE-BYE.